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A task force representing faculty, staff and students has been appointed by Chancellor Richard C. Atkinson to
review parking and transportation issues at UCSD and make recommendations for future policies.

The review will be based on a recently finalized study of campus parking and transportation policies prepared
by Chance Management Advisors (CMA), a specialized management consulting firm. The Chance report reviews
limiting economic factors and environmental issues such as air pollution and traffic congestion which are expected
to constrain development of future parking facilities at UCSD.

The consultants suggest that campus parking policies should be revised in a number of ways, including
intensifying alternative transportation to reduce the use of single occupant vehicles, increasing parking fees over
time to further discourage single occupant driving, and better utilizing parking facilities by assigning permit holders
to specified areas.

The Task Force on UCSD Parking and Transportation Issues has been charged with reviewing parking policies
now in effect and assessing the policy implications, merits and disadvantages of the concepts suggested in the
Chance study.

Frieder Seible, task force chair, said the committee has been asked to report its recommendations to the
Chancellor by Jan. 10, 1992. The task force review also will be sent to groups representing faculty, staff and
student constituencies.

Other members of the committee include Nicholas Aguilar, Special Student Services, Undergraduate Affairs;
John Anderson, Community Safety; Jeffrey Bada, Academic Senate; Thomas Bond, Council of Provosts; Uri
Feldman, interim representative, UCSD College Councils; Denise Fenton, interim representative, UCSD Graduate
Student Association; Rene Feuerbach, UCSD Staff Association; Mike Holmes, interim representative, UCSD
Associated Students; Jeffrey Steindorf, Campus Planning; Harold Ticho, Academic Senate, and two other
Academic Senate representatives yet to be named.

The Chance study is available in the Controlled Circulation area of the Central Library.
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